Inspiring Excellence in Doctoral Nursing Education

The Doctoral Education Conference explores national trends in doctoral nursing education, strategies to increase enrollment, and ways to sustain rigor in terminal degree programs. With content addressing both the practice and the research doctorate, and the willingness to debate the provocative issues that surround doctoral education, this conference provides ample opportunity for the development of teaching, research, and administrative roles.

Speaker Spotlight

Kevin Slavin
Entrepreneur, Technology Pioneer, and Algorithms Expert
Integrating Machine Learning and Human Knowledge to Build the Future of Healthcare
Thursday, January 19, 2023 | 12:00-3:30 p.m. (PT)
Kevin Slavin is a leading expert on the interactions between digital systems and the physical world. He is a pioneer in the integration of technology between machines and humans, setting new standards for how the world views the potential of Artificial Intelligence. Hear about the challenges, lessons learned, and possibilities of refining technology in both academic and clinical settings.

Dixon Chibanda
Passionate Mental Health Leader and Psychiatrist
Why I Train Grandmothers to Treat Depression
Thursday, January 19, 2023 | 4:00-5:00 p.m. (PT)
Dr. Dixon Chibanda is an inspirational leader who transformed the mental health landscape of Zimbabwe. His program, the Friendship Bench has evolved from a concept to support his local community to a leading resource in over 60 primary healthcare clinics across Zimbabwe. Hear his inspirational story and learn tools and insights that you can use to innovate and empower your own communities.

Dorrie Fontaine
Healthy Work Environment Champion and Leader in Selfcare
Natalie May
Wellbeing Expert and Advocate for Choosing Wisdom
Creating a Healthy Work Environment in Nursing Education: What Matters?
Saturday, January 19, 2023 | 9:30-10:30 a.m. (PT)
Dr. Fontaine and Dr. May are passionate leaders who promote well-being and tools for resiliency in clinical and academic work environments. A healthy work environment is a critical aspect of fostering a safe, positive, and flourishing faculty and staff. Learn first-hand what matters and take away practical tips you can utilize to support and transform your work environment.

Key Conference Benefits

- Review the strengths and challenges of both high tech and human approaches to providing health care.
- Listen to evidence, insights, and powerful stories on the importance of meaning and purpose as tools to empower people to provide emotional, psychological, and mental health support.
- Meet face-to-face with peers and explore how your colleagues from across the nation are developing and inspiring future generations of doctoral-prepared nursing professionals.
- Participate in abstract presentations, which are selected following a competitive peer-review process.

www.aacnnursing.org/conferences

The Voice of Academic Nursing

#AACNDoctoral23

What Others Say!

“I had so many take aways and action items that I expect to discuss for implementation with our college leaders.”

“The conference touched on relevant and timely topics helpful in my school’s development of the doctoral program.”

“The variety of podium abstracts was fantastic and a great opportunity to learn directly from peers. I discovered innovative visual thinking and loved how it opened my mind to creative solutions.”
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PRE-CONFERENCE EVENTS

Faculty Practice Pre-Conference

The Business of Faculty Practice: Building Your Skillset
January 18, 2023

PhD Pre-Conference

Sustainable Innovations in Doctoral Education: Advancing the Discipline and Practice of Nursing
January 18, 2023

Research Leadership Network (RLN) Program

Equity in Research: Stories and Strategies for Inclusion
January 19, 2023

UVG, K Street, NW Suite 120
Washington, DC 20001
Phone: 202-463-6930
www.aacnnursing.org
Pre-Conference Events

**Faculty Practice Pre-Conference**

January 18, 2023

The AANCC Faculty Practice Research Network (RLN) invites faculty who have leadership roles facilitating research within their nursing programs to this annual breakfast workshop on advancing nursing science with cutting-edge research methods. All are welcome to attend and explore the use of big data and its applications to omics research and geospatial information systems as tools for population-based and health services research. This interactive session includes opportunities for participants to share their experiences using these methodologies in their own research and discover collaborative approaches using those and other research methods. For more information, visit www.aacnnursing.org/Leadership-Networks/RLN

**PhD Pre-Conference**

January 18, 2023

Deans and associate deans from schools offering research-focused doctoral nursing programs or those planning a new program will find great learning opportunities and a networking platform with this event. Issues germane to PhD education and the challenges commonly encountered are presented by leaders in doctoral education.

Research Leadership Network (RLN) Program

January 19, 2023

The AANCC Research Leadership Network (RLN) invites faculty who have leadership roles facilitating research within their nursing programs to their annual breakfast workshop on advancing nursing science with cutting-edge research methods. All are welcome to attend and explore the use of big data and its applications to omics research and geospatial information systems as tools for population-based and health services research. This interactive session includes opportunities for participants to share their experiences using these methodologies in their own research and discover collaborative approaches using those and other research methods. For more information, visit www.aacnnursing.org/Leadership-Networks/RLN

Program Overview

**Doctoral Education Conference**

**Faculty Practice Pre-Conference**

**PhD Pre-Conference**

**Research Leadership Network (RLN) Program**

**General Information**

The Doctoral Education Conference is targeted towards deans, directors, and faculty who teach in doctoral programs, as well as those with a primary responsibility for advancing a research agenda.

**Virtual**

**In-Person**

**Virtual**

**In-Person**

**AACN Member**

$493*  
$150*  
$193*  
$493*  

**Non-Member**

$699  
$700  
$589  
$699  

**Student**

$270**  
$300**  
$270**  

**Faculty Practice Pre-Conference**

**PhD Pre-Conference**

**Research Leadership Network (RLN) Program**

**General Information**

For complete in-person and virtual schedules, please see the conference website.

**Continuing Nursing Education**

AANCC is accredited as a provider of nursing continuing professional development by the American Nurses Credentialing Center's Commission on Accreditation.

Contact Information

AACN Conference Team  
202-463-6930  
 conferences@aacnnursing.org

Save up to $200  
when you register by December 7th.